### Subject | Course # | # spaces available to students in the Honors Specialization in IMS
--- | --- | ---
Biochemistry | 3380G | 0 spaces in section 001
Biochemistry | 3380G | 9 spaces in section 002
Medical Biophysics | 3970Z | 0
Medical Sciences | 3900F/G | 128 (with room for expansion, once all lab spots fill)
Microbiology and Immunology | 3610F | 0
Microbiology and Immunology | 3620G | 0
Physiology and Pharmacology | 3000E | 0

**NOTE:** students who were admitted to an Honors Specialization in IMS + a Major in Biochemistry, Microbiology and Immunology, Pharmacology or Physiology based on their ITR choices, will have access to the lab course required in that Major (due to their enrollment in the Major).

**Change of Status requests to add one of these Majors will not be approved** since the spaces in the lab courses were reserved after the adjudication period.

**If spaces remain when the priorities lift and the reserved spaces disappear on July 19th** (and you will get a new enrollment date/time for July 19th), then you can try to register at that time.